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portalvte Space debris (also known as space junk, space pollution,[1] space waste, space trash, or space garbage) is defunct human-made objects in space¢ÃÂÂprincipally in Earth orbit¢ÃÂÂwhich no longer serve a useful function. These include derelict spacecraft¢ÃÂÂnonfunctional spacecraft and abandoned launch vehicle stages¢ÃÂÂmissionrelated debris, and particularly numerous in Earth orbit, fragmentation debris from the breakup of derelict rocket bodies and spacecraft. In addition to derelict human-made objects left in orbit, other examples of space debris include fragments from their disintegration, erosion and collisions or even paint flecks, solidified liquids expelled from
spacecraft, and unburned particles from solid rocket motors. Space debris represents a risk to spacecraft.[2] Space debris is typically a negative Create an external cost on others from the initial action to launch or use a spatial vehicle in an almost terrestrial orbit cost that is generally not taken into consideration or in full consideration in the cost [3]
[4] by the pitcher or payload Owner. [5] [1] [6] Numerous spatial vehicles, both equipped and not equipped, have been damaged or destroyed by space debris. The measurement, mitigation and potential removal of debris are conducted by some participants in the space sector. [7] In January 2021 [Update], the United States spatial surveillance
network reported 21,901 artificial objects in orbit above the earth, [8] including 4,450 operational satellites. [9] However, these are only large enough objects to be traced. In January 2019 [Update], over 128 million debris more small of 1 cm (0.4 in), about 900,000 pieces of 1 - 10 cm debris and about 34,000 large pieces of 10 cm (3.9 in) were
estimated in orbit around the earth. [7] When the small objects of artificial spatial debris (paint stains, solid rocket exhaust particles, etc.) are grouped with micrometoroids, sometimes they are set in spatial agencies such as Mmod (micrometoroids and orbital debris). Collings with debris have become a danger to space vehicles; The small objects
cause damage similar to sandblasting, in particular to solar panels and perspective as stars telescopes or trackers that cannot be easily protected by a ballistic shield. [10] Under 2,000 km (1,200 mi) at the Altitude of Earth, the pieces of debris are more denied of meteoroids; Most are solid rocket powder, surface erosion debris such as painting flakes
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otnemidaced led e enoizulove'lled enoizazzilledom al eraroilgim rep itasu itats onos iduts itseuQ .itazzilitu whom?] to the database of known artificial satellite Earth objects.[citation needed] Baker-Nunn cameras were widely used to study space debris. In addition to approaches to debris reduction where time and natural gravitational/atmospheric
effects help to clear space debris, or a variety of technological approaches that have been proposed (with most not implemented) to reduce space debris, a number of scholars have observed that institutional factors¢ÃÂÂpolitical, legal, economic and cultural "rules of the game"¢ÃÂÂare the greatest impediment to the cleanup of near-Earth space. By
2014, there was little commercial incentive to reduce space debris, since the cost of dealing with it is not assigned to the entity producing it, but rather falls on all users of the space environment, and rely on human society as a whole that benefits from space technologies and knowledge. A number of suggestions for improving institutions so as to
increase the incentives to reduce space debris have been made. These include government mandates to create incentives, as well as companies coming to see economic benefit to reducing debris more aggressively than existing government standard practices.[18] In 1979 NASA founded the Orbital Debris Program to research mitigation measures for
space debris in Earth orbit.[19][failed verification] Debris growth During the 1980s, NASA and other U.S. groups attempted to limit the growth of debris. One trial solution was implemented by McDonnell Douglas for the Delta launch vehicle,[when?] by having the booster move away from its payload and vent any propellant remaining in its tanks. This
eliminated one source for pressure buildup in the tanks which had previously caused them to explode and create additional orbital debris.[20] Other countries were slower to adopt this measure and, due especially to a number of launches by the Soviet Union, the problem grew throughout the decade.[21] A new battery of Followed [when?] While
NASA, Norad and others attempted to better understand the orbital environment, each regulating the number of pieces of debris in the area of critical mass to the top. Although in 1981 (when the Schefter article was published) the number of objects was estimated at 5,000, [16] new detectors in the surveillance system of the electro-optical space on
the ground has found new objects. At the end of the 90s, it was thought that most of the 28,000 objects launched were already decissed and about 8,500 remained in orbit. [22] In 2005 this was adapted to 13,000 objects, [23] and a 2006 study increased the number to 19,000 following an ASAT test and a satellite collision. [24] In 2011, NASA said that
22,000 objects were monitored. [25] A 2006 NASA model suggested that if new launches did not take place, the environment would have maintained the then population until about 2055, when it would increase alone. [26] [27] The British Defense Evaluation and Research Agency of Richard Crowther Defense of Great Britain declared in 2002 that he
believed that the waterfall would begin about 2015. [28] The National Academy of Sciences, summarizing the professional vision , he observed a widespread agreement that two bands of Leo Space - 900 to 1,000 km (620 Ono) and 1,500 km (930 â € - The critical densit was already passed. [29. "In the European Air and Space Conference of 2009 , the
researcher of the University of Southmpton Hugh Lewis provided that the threat of space debris would increase by 50 % in the next decade and quadruple in the next 50 years. Starting in 2009 [update], over 13,000 close -up calls have been monitored weekly. [30] A 2011 report from the National Research Council of the United States warned NASA
that the quantity of space debris in orbit was at a critical level. According to some of computers, the amount of space debris "has reached a turning point, with enough currently in orbit to collide and create even more debris, increasing the risk of failure to space vehicles". The requested report etlom onnarva ehc ,iratilletas tenretnI id inoizalletsoc
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.aton neb ¨Ã non in geostationary transfer orbits, they are an additional concern due to their typically high crossing speed. Despite efforts to reduce risk, collisions of spacecraft occurred. The Olympus-1 satellite of the European Space Agency was hit by a meteoroid on 11 August 1993 and eventually moved to a cemetery orbit. [54] On March 29,
2006, the Russian communication satellite Express-AM11 was hit by an unknown object and unoperable;[55] his engineers had enough time to contact the satellite to send it into a cemetery orbit. See also: Kosmos 954 and Kosmos 1402 Main Category: The orbiting derelict satellites around Earth Vanguard 1 should remain in orbit for 240 years.[57]
In 1958, the United States launched Vanguard I in an average Earth orbit (MEO). Since October 2009[update], it, and the upper phase of its rocket launch, were the oldest surviving artificial space objects still in orbit. In a catalogue of well-known launches until July 2009, the Union of interested scientists listed 902 operating satellites[60] from a
population known to 19,000 large objects and about 30,000 launched objects. [citation required] An example of additional derelict satellite debris is the remains of the RORSAT naval surveillance satellite program of the 1970s/80s. The BES-5 nuclear reactors of satellites were cooled with a sodium potassium alloy cooling ring, creating a potential
problem when the satellite reached the end of life. While many satellites have been nominally increased in orbits of average-altitude, not all were. Even the satellites that had been properly moved into a higher orbit had a probability eight percent puncture and release of refrigerant for a50 years. The refrigerant stops in drops of solid sodiumpotassium alloy, [61] forming additional debris. [62] In February 2015, the USAF Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Flight 13 (DMSP-F13) exploded in orbit, creating at least 149 149 objects, which had to remain in orbit for decades. [63] The satellites in orbit were deliberately destroyed. United States and USSR/Russia have conducted over 30
and 27 ASAT tests, respectively [clarifications], followed by 10 from China and one from India. [Necessary quotation] The most recent Asats have been the Chinese interception of the fiscal year, tests of the Russian PL-19 Nolol, American interception of US-193 and Indian interception of unwanted living satellite satellite. [Necessary quote] lost
equipment a drift-thermal blanket photographed in 1998 during STS-88. Spatial debris includes a glove lost by the astronaut and White on the first American spatial walk (Eva), a camera lost by Michael Collins near Gemini 10, a lost thermal blanket during STS-88, jumped garbage bags thrown by Soviet cosmonate during The 15-15 years of Mir year
Life, [58] a key and a toothbrush. [64] Sunita Williams of STS-116 lost a camera during an Eva. During an Eva STS-120 to strengthen a torn solar panel, a pair of pliers was lost and in an Eva STS-126, Heidemarie Stefanyshyn-Piper lost a bag for briefcase tools. [65] The boosters spent in the upper phase of a Delta II rocket, photographed by the XSS
10 satellite in characterizing the problem of space debris, was learned that many debris were due to the higher phases of the rocket (for example the innerial superior phase) which ends up in orbit and breaks due to the decomposition of non -accompanied fuel not twenty. [66] However, a great well -known impact event involved a (intact) Booster
Ariane. [46]: ã ¢ â‚¬ å 2ã ¢ âvelop although the NASA and the Air Force of the United States now require high -level passivations, other launchers [vagus] no. The lowest phases, such as the solid booster of Razzi Space Shuttle or the launch vehicles of Saturn IB of the program do not reach the orbit. [67] On March 11, 2000, a Chinese upper phase of
March 4–1 March exploded in orbit, creating a cloud of debris. [68] [69] A Russian phase of Briz-M Booster exploded in orbit on southern Australia on February 19, 2007. Launched on 28 28Htnom sirbed C1-nuygnef FO Senalp nwonk ]28[.tset eht dewollef muirotom otcaf ed a .Edaced nihtiw sirbed fo-bro eht deyaced garden t s 3. Regral Sirbed FO
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Tsom Eht [.deifitnedi erew stmgarf 000,1 revo ,7002 yraurbef 12 yb htar htw htaw ut ot tluciffid neeb Sah duolc sirbed eht htap ,sremons utc ertpac nosol saw ertpap erutppalt erutpp ,Etillettas Snoitamocmomom A4-Tassbabara Gnirrac The disintegration of the weather satellite by the Chinese government of China has been condemned for military
implications and the amount of debris from the 2007 anti-satellite missile test [83] the biggest incident of spatial debris in history (creating over 2,300 pieces of size of the golf ball or larger, over 35,000 1 cm (0.4 in) or larger and a million pieces 1 mm (0.04 in) or larger). The target satellite orbited in orbit between 850 km (530 iglia) and 882 km (548
mI), the part of the space near the Earth more densely populated with satellites. [84] Since atmospheric resistance is low at that altitude, debris are slow to return to Earth and in June 2007 NASA's space Earth Environment has manoeuvred to avoid the impact of debris. [85] Dr. Brian Weeden, U.S. Air Force Officer and Staff member of the Secure
World Foundation, noted that the 2007 Chinese satellite explosion created an orbital debris of over 3,000 separate objects that required monitoring. [86] On February 20, 2008, the United States launched a SM-3 missile from the USS Lake Erie to destroy a faulty American spy satellite that is believed to carry 450 kg (1,000 pounds) of toxic water
propellant. The event took place about 250 km (155 mi) and the resulting debris have a perigee of 250 km (155 mi) or less. [87] The missile aimed to minimize the amount of debris, which (according to the head of the strategic command of the Pentagon Kevin Chilton) had fallen in early 2009. [88] On March 27, 2019, Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi announced that India has knocked down one of its Leo satellites with a missile on the ground. He stated that the operation, part of Mission Shakti, would defend the country's interests in space. Subsequently, the US Air Force Space commandannounced that they were monitoring 270 new debris but expected the number to grow as the data
collection continued. [89] On November 15, 2021, the Russian Ministry of Defense destroyed Kosmos 1408 [90] orbiting about 450 km, creating an orbit. than 1,500 pieces of trackable debris and hundreds of thousands of pieces of un-trackable debris" according to the US State Department.[91] The vulnerability of satellites to debris and the
possibility of attacking LEO satellites to create debris clouds has triggered speculation that it is possible for countries unable to make a precision attack.[clarification needed] An attack on a satellite of 10Ã Ât (22,000Ã Âlb) or more would heavily damage the LEO environment.[82] Hazards A micrometeoroid left this crater on the surface of Space
Shuttle Challenger's front window on STS-7. To spacecraft Space junk can be a hazard to active satellites and spacecraft. It has been theorized that Earth orbit could even become impassable if the risk of collision grows too high.[92][failed verification] However, since the risk to spacecraft increases with the time of exposure to high debris densities, it
is more accurate to say that LEO would be rendered unusable by orbiting craft. The threat to craft passing through LEO to reach higher orbit would be much lower owing to the very short time span of the crossing. Uncrewed spacecraft Although spacecraft are typically protected by Whipple shields, solar panels, which are exposed to the Sun, wear
from low-mass impacts. Even small impacts can produce a cloud of plasma which is an electrical risk to the panels.[93] Satellites are believed to have been destroyed by micrometeorites and (small) orbital debris (MMOD). The earliest suspected loss was of Kosmos 1275, which disappeared on 24 July 1981 (a month after launch). Kosmos contained no
volatile propellant, therefore, there appeared to be nothing internal to the satellite which could have caused the destructive explosion which took place. However, the case has not been proven and another hypothesis forwarded is that the battery exploded. Tracking showed it broke up, into 300 new objects.[94] Many impacts have been confirmed
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editletasorcim hcnerf eht ,6991 yluj 42 if Space crew flights are naturally particularly sensitive to the dangers that could be presented by the conjunctions of spatial debris in the orbital path of the space vehicle. Examples of occasional avoidance or usury maneuvers of long -term spatial debris, the MIR space station and the international space station
occurred in the missions of the space. SPACE Shuttle Space Shuttle Discovery Missions Driving Ala Lower tip and the thermal protection system, photographed on STS-114 during a pitch r-bar maneuver in which astronauts examine the TPS for any damage during the rise from the first missions of the space, NASA used the Norad space monitoring
skills to evaluate the orbital path of the shuttle for debris. In the 80s, Cié used a great percentage of Norad's skills. [20] The first Collision avoidance maneuver occurred during the STS-48 in September 1991, [106] a burning of seven-second engine to avoid debris from the abandoned satellite Kosmos 955. [107] similar manuvers were started in the
Missions 53, 72 and 82. [106] One of the first events to advertise the problem of debris occurred on the second flight of Space Shuttle Challenger, STS-7. A palm of paint struck his front window, creating a width pit of 1 mm (0.04 well). On STS-59 in 1994, the front window of Endeavour was opposed about the mate of its depth. The impacts on smaller
debris have increased since 1998. [108] Fick of the window and slight damage to the cards of the thermal protection system (TPS) were already common since the 90s. The shuttle was subsequently flew for the first tail to take a larger part of the load of debris on the engines and on the rear cargo compartment, which are not used in orbit or during
the descent, and therefore they are less critical for the aticsu'l aticsu'l e )¢Ã 22,0( mm 5,5 acric id ¨Ã atartne id orof lI .811-STS etnarud erotaidar ous lus eloveton ottapmi nu otuva ah ruovaednE elttuhS ecapS ]901[ .atibro'l esseggetorp atamra ¹Ãip enoizats al ehc odom ni itlovopac onoruf itagelloc ilaizaps ilociev eud i ,SSI alla itaccatta onavalov
odnauQ .oicnal-tsop It is twice bigger. A NASA 2005 study concluded that the debris represented about the mate of the overall risk for the shuttle. [109] [110] The executive decision was required to proceed if the catastrophic impact was more likely to 1 out of 200. In a normal mission (low orbit) to ISS the risk was about 1 out of 300, but The repair
mission of the Hubble telescope was transported to the highest high altitude of 560 km (350 mi) in which the risk was initially calculated at 1 out of 185 (due in part to the satellite collision of 2009). A new analysis with better debris numbers reduced the estimated risk to 1 out of 221 and the mission went on. [111] Detrition accidents continued on
subsequent shuttle missions. During STS-115 in 2006 a bored circuit fragment bored a small hole through the radiator panels in the bay of Atlantis. [112] On STS-118 in 2007 the debris made a bullet hole through the Endeavour radiator panel. [113] Mir Impact Wear was remarkable on Mir, the Soviet spatial station, since it remained in space for long
periods with its original solar modules panels. [114] [115] debris have an impact on Mir's solar panels has degraded their performance. The damage is more evident on the panel on the right, which is facing the camera with a high degree of contrast. A large damage to the Piu Panel small is due to the impact with a progressive spatial vehicle.
International Space Station The ISS also uses Whipple Shelding to protect its interiors from minor debris. [116] However, external portions (in particular its solar panels) cannot be easily protected. In 1989, ISS panels were expected to degrade about 0.23% in four years due to the "sand" effect impacts with small orbital debris. [117] A avoidance
manoeuvre is usually performed for the ISS if "there is a probability greater than 10,000 of a debris strike". [118] In January 2014 [update], there were sixteen maneuvers in the fifteen years when the ISS had been orbited. [118] By 2019, Over Over♪ SSI eht no dedrocer neeb dah stcapmi )DOMM( sirbed latibro dna dioroetem etilletas nu otaicnal ah
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]331[ .etnedecerp onna'l itinU itatS ilged It was identified as the upper stadium rocket for Navstar 32, a GPS satellite launched in 1993. [necessary quote] 2002: the 6 -year -old boy Wu Jie became the first person to be injured by the impact directed by space debris. He suffered from a fractured tip and a swelling on the forehead after an aluminum
block, 80 centimeters for 50 centimeters and weighing 10 kilograms, from the external shell of the second satellite of resource, it hit him while he sat under a cavemchi tree in the province of Shaanxi di China. [136] 2003: Columbia disaster, much of the space vehicle reached the ground and entire systems of equipment remained intact. [137] Piu of
83,000 pieces, together with the remains of the six astronauts, were recovered in an area of three to ten miles around Hemphill in the county of Sabine, in Texas. [138] Other pieces were found in a line from Western Texas to East Louisiana, with the most western piece found in Littlefield, TX and the eastern more south -west of Mora, Louisiana. [139]
The debris were found in Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana. In a rare case of damage to the property, a metal bracket long crashed through the roof of a dentist office. [140] NASA warned the public to avoid contact with debris due to the possible presence of dangerous chemicals. [141] 15 years after bankruptcy, people were still sending pieces with the
most recent, starting from February 2018, found in the spring of 2017. [142] 2007: the debris aviotransported by a Russian spy satellite were seen by the pilot of an airline LAN Airbus A340 which transported 270 passengers while flew to the Pacific Ocean between Santiago and Auckland. The debris were reported within 9.3 kilometers (5 mi) by the
aircraft. [143] 2016: on November 2, the superior phase of Vega Flight VV01 was launched the February 2012 returned to the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. A composite overestimated pressure vessel survived the return and was recovered. [144] [145] [146] [147] 2020: the empty core phase of a rocket long March-5B has achieved a one-offre-entry - the
largest object to do so from the Salyut 7 of the Soviet Union in 1991 - over Africa and the Atlantic Ocean and a 12-metre long pipe, coming from the rocket crashed into the village of Mahounou in Côte d'Ivoire.[148] 2021: a Falcon 9 second phase made a uncontrolled re-entry on the state of Washington on March 25, producing The debris are probably
from the third phase of the Long March 3B rocket with Y77 serial, launched in February 2021.[151][153][154] A month after May 12 another incidence of reintegration of spatial debris and the impact was reported above the Indian state of Gujarat, surviving debris consisted of metal fragments and at least three composite supersforated pressure
vessels. Presumably debris in fall killed a livestock animal and wounded another as a metal fragment hit a sheep pen. The debris are probably from the third phase of the Long March 3B rocket with the Y86 series, launched in September 2021.[155][156][157] The Indian space agency ISRO is investigating both incidences. Monitoring and
Measurement See also: Satellite Tracking from the Radar soil and optical detectors like lidar are the main tools to trace spatial debris. Although objects under 10 cm (4 in) have reduced orbital stability, small debris as 1 cm can be traced,[158][159] however determine the orbits to allow reacquisition is difficult. Most debris remain unreserved. NASA
Orbital Debris Observatory tracked space debris with a liquid mirror transit of 3 m (10 ft) FM Radio waves can detect debris, after reflecting off them onto a receiver.[161] Optical tracking may be a useful early-warning system on spacecraft.[162] The U.S. Strategic Command keeps a catalog of known orbital objects, using ground-based radar and
telescopes, and a space-based telescope (originally to distinguish from hostile missiles). The 2009 edition listed about 19,000 objects.[163] Other data come from the ESA Space Debris Telescope, TIRA,[164] the Goldstone, Haystack,[165] and EISCAT radars and the Cobra Dane phased array radar,[166] to be used in debris-environment models like
the ESA Meteoroid and Space Debris Terrestrial Environment Reference (MASTER). Measurement in space The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) is an important source of information on small-particle space debris. Returned space hardware is a valuable source of information on the directional distribution and composition of the (submillimetre) debris flux. The LDEF satellite deployed by mission STS-41-C Challenger and retrieved by STS-32 Columbia spent 68 months in orbit to gather debris data. The EURECA satellite, deployed by STS-46 Atlantis in 1992 and retrieved by STS-57 Endeavour in 1993, was also used for debris study.[167] The solar arrays of Hubble were returned
by missions STS-61 Endeavour and STS-109 Columbia, and the impact craters studied by the ESA to validate its models. Materials returned from Mir were also studied, notably the Mir Environmental Effects Payload (which also tested materials intended for the ISS[168]).[169][170] Gabbard diagrams A debris cloud resulting from a single event is
studied with scatter plots known as Gabbard diagrams, where the perigee and apogee of fragments are plotted with respect to their orbital period. Gabbard diagrams of the early debris cloud prior to the effects of perturbations, if the data were available, are reconstructed. They often include data on newly observed, as yet fragments. Gabbard
diagrams can provide important insights into the features of the fragmentation, the direction and point of impact.[17][171] Dealing with debris An average of about one tracked object per day has been dropping out of orbit for the past 50 years,[172] averaging almost three objects per day at solar maximum (due to the heating and expansion of the
Earth's atmosphere), but one about every three days at solar minimum, usually five and a half years later.[172] In addition to natural atmospheric effects, corporations, academics and government agencies have proposed plans and technology to deal with space debris, but as of NovemberÃ Â2014[update], most of these are theoretical, and there is no
extant business plan for debris reduction.[18] A number of scholars have also observed that institutional factors¢ÃÂÂpolitical, legal, economic, and cultural "rules of the game"¢ÃÂÂare the greatest impediment to the cleanup of near-Earth space. There is little commercial incentive to act, since costs are not assigned to polluters, though a number of
technological solutions have been suggested.[18] However, effects to date are limited. In the US, governmental bodies have been accused of backsliding on previous commitments to limit debris growth, "let alone tackling the more complex issues of removing orbital debris."[173] The different methods for removal of space debris have been evaluated
by the Space Generation Advisory Council, including French astrophysicist Fatoumata KÃ©ÂbÃ©Â.[174] Growth mitigation See also: Space traffic management Spatial density of LEO space debris by altitude, according to 2011 a NASA report to the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs[175] Spatial density of space debris by altitude
according to ESA MASTER-2001, without debris from the Chinese ASAT and 2009 collision events As of the 2010s, several technical approaches to the mitigation of the growth of space debris are typically yet no comprehensive legal regime or cost assignment structure is in place to reduce space debris in the way that terrestrial pollution has reduced
since the mid-20th century. To avoid excessive creation of artificial space debris, many¢ÃÂÂbut not all¢ÃÂÂsatellites launched to above-low-Earth-orbit are launched initially into elliptical orbits with perigees inside Earth's atmosphere so the orbit will quickly decay and the satellites then will destroy themselves upon reentry into the atmosphere.
Other methods are used for spacecraft in higher orbits. These include passivation of the spacecraft at the end of its useful life; as well as the use of upper stages that can reignite to decelerate the stage to intentionally deorbit it, often on the first or second orbit following payload release; satellites that can, if they remain healthy for years, deorbit
themselves from the lower orbits around Earth. Other satellites (such as many CubeSats) in low orbits below approximately 400Ã Âkm (250Ã Âmi) orbital altitude depend on the energy-absorbing effects of the upper atmosphere to reliably deorbit a spacecraft within weeks or months. Increasingly, spent upper stages in higher orbits¢ÃÂÂorbits for
which low-delta-v deorbit is not possible, or not planned for¢ÃÂÂand architectures that support satellite passivation, at end of life are passivated at end of life. This removes any internal energy contained in the vehicle at the end of its mission or useful life. While this does not remove the debris of the now derelict rocket stage or satellite itself, it does
substantially reduce the likelihood of the spacecraft destructing and creating many smaller pieces of space debris, a phenomenon that was common in many of the early generations of US and Soviet[62] spacecraft. Upper stage passivation (e.g. of Delta boosters[20]) by releasing residual propellants reduces debris from orbital explosions; however
even as late as 2011, not all upper Implement this practice. [176] Spacex used the term "propulsive passivation" for the final maneuver of their six-hour demonstration mission (STP-2) of the second phase of Falcon 9 for the American aeronautics in 2019, but did not define that all that term included. [177 "with a" one-up and one-down "launching
license for terrestrial orbits, the launchers would have welcomed, capture and de-orbit a satellite abandoned by the same orbital plan. [178] Another possibility It is the robotic supply of satellites. Experiments have been transported by NASA, [179] and Spacex is developing large -scale propellant transfer technology. [180] Another approach to the
mitigation of debris is to explicitly design architecture of the mission to always leave the second stadium of the rocket in an elliptical geocentric orbit with a bass Perigoe, thus guaranteeing quick orbital decay and avoiding long -term orbital debris from spent rockets. These missions will often complete the positioning of the payload in A final orbit
through the use of low -push electric propulsion or with the use of a small calcium phase to circulate the orbit. The stage itself can be designed with the ability to be in excess of being able to self-deorbit. [181] Auto-rump, although the itu requires that geostationary satellites move to a cemetery at the end of their life, the selected orbital areas do not
sufficiently protect Geo lanes from debris. [51] The rocket phases (or satellites) with a sufficient propellant can create a direct controlled de-orbit, or if it would require too propellant, a satellite can be brought to an orbit in which the atmospheric resistance would cause it at the end of -orbit. This was done with the French spot-1 satellite, reducing its
atmospheric re-entry time a projected 200 years to about 15 by lowering its altitude from 830Â km (516Â mi) to about 550Â km (342Â mi).[182][183] The constellation of Iridium-95 communication satellites launched during the five years between 1997 and 2002 ¢ÃÂÂ provides a set of data points on the limits of self-removal. The satellite operator
¢ÃÂÂ Iridium Communications ¢ÃÂÂ remained operational over the two-decade life of the satellites (albeit with a company name change through a corporate bankruptcy during the period) and, by December 2019, had "completed disposal of the last of its 65 working legacy satellites."[184] However, this process left 30 satellites with a combined mass
of (20,400Ã Âkg (45,000Ã Âlb), or nearly a third of the mass of this constellation) in LEO orbits at approximately 700Ã Âkm (430Ã Âmi) altitude, where self-decay is quite slow. Of these satellites, 29 simply failed during their time in orbit and were thus unable to self-deorbit, while one ¢ÃÂÂ Iridium 33 ¢ÃÂÂ was involved in the 2009 satellite collision
with the derelict Russian military satellite Kosmos-2251.[184] No contingency plan was laid for the removal of satellites that were unable to remove themselves. In 2019, the Iridium CEO, Matt Desch, said that Iridium would be willing to pay an active-debris-removal company to deorbit its remaining first-generation satellites if it were possible for an
unrealistically low cost, say "US$10,000 per deorbit, but [he] acknowledged that price would likely be far below what a debris-removal company could realistically offer. 'You know at what point [it¢ÃÂÂs] a no-brainer, but [I] expect the cost is really in the millions or tens of millions, at which price I know it doesn¢ÃÂÂt make sense.'"[184] Passive
methods of increasing the orbital decay rate of spacecraft debris have been proposed. Instead of rockets, an electrodynamic tether could be attached to a spacecraft at launch; at the end of its lifetime, the tether would be rolled out to slow the spacecraft.[185] Other proposals include a booster stage with a sail-like attachment[186] and a large, thin,
inflatable balloon envelope.[187] External removal A variety of approaches have been studied or had ground subsystems built to use other space vehicles to remove existing space debris. A consent of speakers in a meeting in Brussels in October 2012, organized by the Secure World Foundation (a Think Tank in the United States) and by the
International Relations Institute, [188], reported that the removal of the most great debris would be required to Preventing the risk of space vehicles become unacceptable in the near future (without any addition to the inventory of the spatial vehicle dead in Leo). To date in 2019, the removal costs and the legal questions about the property and the
self -portrait to remove the deceased satellites have hindered national or international action. The current space law maintains the ownership of all satellites with their original operators, even debris or space vehicles that are deceased or threaten active missions. More companies have planned the end of 2010 to conduct an external removal on their
satellites in orbits from Leo. For example, OneWeb has planned to use self-breaking on board as "planning" for satellite deorbiting at the end of life, but if a satellite was unable to remove you within a year of end of life, Oneweb would implement "plan B "and" Sending of a reusable space (multi-transport mission) to attach to the satellite to a capture
target already incorporated through a socket, to be towed in a lower orbit and released for the return. [189] [190 ] Remote controlled vehicles a well -studied solution uses a controlled vehicle with which they support, capture and report the debris in a central station. [191] One of these systems is the maintenance of the space infrastructure, a
refueling deposit Commercial and spatial service for communication satellites in Orbitrrona orbit originally planned onodnabba onodnabba rep( enoisluporp id otavele enigram nu noc atattegorp atats ¨Ã ataznava ¹Ãip esaf id itulove ¹Ãip isaf id ailgimaf aL ]391[ ."oretimic led etibro ni itrom itilletas i eregnips" id odarg ni ebberas SIS lI ]291[ .5102 led
oicnal nu and de-orbit) and replenishment capacity in the space for the high delta-v required for de-orbit heavy objects from geosincronous orbit.[178] a similar trailer satellite to drag debris to a safe altitude for it to burn in the atmosphere was sought.[194] When debris are identified the satellite creates a difference of potential between debris and
itself, then it moves itself. a variant of this approach is for the remotely controlled vehicle to makezvoo with debris, capture it temporarily to attack a smaller de-orbit satellite and drag debris with a tether to the desired location. the mother would then throw the combination of debris-small for the air entrance or move it into a cemetery orbit. such a
system is the proposed busek orbital debris remover (order), which would bring over 40 on the (satellite on umbilical line) de-orbit satellites and sufficient propellant for their removal. [18] on January 7, 2010 stars, inc. reported having received a contract from the command space and naval warfare systems for a feasibility study of the electrodynamic
debris eliminater (edde) spacecraft propellantless for the removal of space debris.[195] in February 2012 the swiss space center at école polytechnique fédérale de lausanne has announced the evolution of clean spacesa In December 2019, the European Space Agency awarded the first contract for cleaning space debris. 120 million eurosNicknamed
ClearSpace-1 (an epfl project spin-off) is expected to launch in 2025. aims to remove a useful load adaptor vega from 100 kg vega (vespa) [201] left by vega flight vv02 in an orbit from 800 km (500 mi) in 2013. a hunter will grab the trash with four robotic arms and drag it to the atmosphere on the ground where both will burn. [202] laser methods
laser broom uses a ground laser to ablite the front of debris, producing a similar thrust to a rocket that slows the object. with continuous application, debris would fall enough to be influenced by atmospheric resistance. [203] [204] at the end of the 1990s, the United States Air Force project orion was a design by Broom-Broom. [205] Although in 2003
a bed test device was scheduled on a space shuttle, international agreements prohibiting powerful laser tests in orbit restricted its oo to measurements. [206] the space shuttle of 2003 disaster columbia postponed the project and second nicholas johnson, chief scientist and responsible for the program for the office of the orbital program of the nasa
debris, "there are many small goats in the final report of orion. There is a reason why he was sitting on the shelf for more than a decade. ["207] the momentum of the photons of the laser beam could directly impart a push on sufficient debris to move small debris into new off-road orbits to work. the search for the nose in 2011 indicates that firing a
laser beam in a piece of space junk could impart an impulse of 1 mm (0,039 in) per second, and keeping the laser on the debris for a few hours a day could alter its course of 200ââ m (660 ft) per day. [208] a disadvantage is the potential for material degradation; energy can break debris, adding to the problem. [citationA similar proposal positions the
laser on a satellite in synchronous orbit of the sun, using a pulsed radius to push the satellites into lower orbits to accelerate their return. [18] A proposal to replace the laser with one ion ion Shepherd was made,[209] and other proposals oane an expanded sphere of aerogel or a splash of water,[210] inflatable balloons,[211] electrodynamic tethers,
[212] electro-adhesion,[213] and dedicated anti-satellite weapons.[214] nets on February 28, 2014, japan's japan aerospace exploration agency launched (jaxa [215] in December 2016 the country sent a space junk collector via kounotori 6 to the iss, with which scientists jaxa experimented to pull out the trash from the orbit or a tether.[216][217] the
system failed to extend a tether of 700 meters from a space station supply vehicle that was returning to the Earth.[218] the mission, e.Deorbit, is planned for launch in 2023 with the aim of removing heavier debris of 4,000 kilograms (8,800 lb) from LEO.[221] several capture techniques are studied, including a network, a harpoon and a combined
robot arm and a locking mechanism.[222] harpoon the mission plan removeebris is to test the effectiveness of morpoon in order to complete its planned experiments the platform is equipped with a network, a harpoon, a laser line tool, a dragonsail and two cubesats (miniature research site).[223] the mission was launched on 2 April 2018. National
and international regulation there is no international treaty that minimizes spatial debris. However, the committee of nations united for the peaceful oi of outer spaceHe published voluntary guidelines in 2007, [224] using a variety of previous national regulation attempts for the development of standards for the mitigation of debris. Starting from 2008
2008 International "road rules" was discussing to prevent collisions between satellites. [225] By 2013 there were numerous national legal regimes, [226] [227] [228] generally instantiated in the launch licenses required for a launch in all space nations. [229] The United States have issued a series of standard practices for the mitigation of civil (NASA)
and military (DOD and USAF) orbitals in 2001. [230] [231] [227] The standard disposal provided for the orbits of the mission Final in three ways: 1) atmospheric return in which also with "conservative projections for sun activity, the atmospheric resistance limits the duration not more than 25 years after the completion of the mission;" 2) Maneuver in
a "storage orbit:" moves the space vehicle to one of the four ranges of very large parking orbits (2,000 "19,700 km (1,200" 12,200 mi), 20,700 "35,300 km (12,900 well â € â € œ21.900 mi), above 36,100 km (22,400 mi), or outside the earth completely orbit and in any eliocentric orbit; 3) "direct recovery: recover the structure and remove it from the
orbit as soon as possible after completion of the completion mission. "[226] The standard articulated in option 1, which is the standard applicable to most satellites and the abandoned higher phases launched, has become known as the" 25 -year rule ". [232] The United States updated The ODMSP in December 2019, but has not made any changes to
the 25 -year rule even if "[m] in the space community believes that the period of time should be less than 25 years." [230] there is no consent On what any new period of time could be. [230] in 2002, the European Space Agency (ESA) has worked with an international group to promulgate a similar set of standards, even with a "25 -year rule" that yes
applies to most satellites and higher phases Earth. Spatial agencies in Europe began to develop technical guidelines from the 90s and ASI, UKSA, CNES, DLR and ESA signed a "European conduct code" in 2006, [228] which was a predecessor standard for the 'ISO International International work that would begin the following year. In 2008, ESA also
developed "own" requirements on the mitigation of space debris for agency projects "which" entered into force on April 1, 2008 ". [228] Germany and France published bonds To safeguard the property from the damage of the debris. [necessary clarification.] [233] The "direct recovery" option (option n. 3 in the United States "standard practices"
above) was rarely made by any spatial nation (exception, USAF X-37) or commercial actor from the first days of space flight due to the cost and complexity of the achievement of direct recovery, but the ESA has planned a demonstration mission of 2025 (Clearspace-1) to do it with a single small stadium higher than 100 kg (220 pounds) at an expected
cost of ã ¢ #120 million not including launch costs. [202] by 2006, the Indian Space Research (ISRO) organization had developed a series of technical means mitigation of debris (passive of the upper phase, propellant reserves for the orbite movement of the cemetery, etc.) for the isro and satellite launch vehicles, and it was a contributing in a ctissive
way to the coordination of the debris between agencies and the efforts of the United Nations Committee. [234] In 2007, ISO began to prepare an international standard for the mitigation of space debris. [235] By 2010, ISO had published "a complete series of a complete series of a complete series of a complete series of a complete series standard of
engineering of the space system aimed at mitigating space debris. [With primary requirements] defined in the High -level standard, ISO 24113. "By 2017, the standards were almost complete. However, these standards are not binding for any part by ISO or by any international jurisdiction. They are simply available for use in any one oiratnolov
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"25 -year -old rule" for the "Leo protected region" under 2,000 km of altitude which was previously (and still is, starting from 2019 [update]) used by the mitigation standards of the United States, of ESA and the United Nations, and identifies it as "a higher limit for the quantity of time that a space system remain in orbit after its mission is completed.
Ideally, Deorbit's time should be the shortest possible (i.e., very shorter than 25 years) ". [232] Holger Krag of the European Space Agency states that starting from 2017 there is no international binding regulatory framework without any progress that occurs at the respective United Nations organism in Vienna. [92] With the rapid development of
computer and digitalization industries, more countries and companies have engaged in space activities since the end of the twentieth century. The tragedy of the municipalities is an economic theory that refers to a situation in which to maximize the interest of si © through the use of a shared resource can finally lead to the degradation of resources
shared by everyone. [236] Based on the theory, the rational action of individuals in the space finally leads to an irrational collective result: the orbits are crowded with debris. As a common resource, the orbits of the earth, in particular Leo and Geo that host most of the satellites, are inevitable and rivalities. [237] to face the tragedy and guarantee
space sustainability, many technical approaches have been developed. And in terms of governance mechanisms, the higher centralized one is less suitable for dealing with the problem of complex debris due to the growing number of space actors. [238] On the other hand, many tests have shown that the polycentric form of governance developed by
Elinor Ostrom can work in space. [239] In the network promotion process There are some existing barriers that need to be addressed. incomplete data of spatial debris since orbital debris is a global problem that affects both the distant and non-spatial nations, it is necessary to be in in a worldwide context.[236] Because of the complexity and
dynamics of object movements like spacecrafts, debris, meteorites, etc., many countries and regions including the United States, Europe, Russia and China have developed their space situational awareness (SSA) to avoid potential threats in space or plan actions in advance.[240] To a certain extent, SSA plays a role in tracking space debris. In order
to build a powerful SSA system, there are two prerequisites: international cooperation and exchange of information and data.[240] However, limitations still exist in spite of the substantially improving data quality over the past decades. Some space powers are not willing to share the information that they have collected, and those, such as the U.S.,
that have shared the data keep parts of it secret.[241] Instead of joining in a coordinated way, a great deal of SSA programs and national databases run parallel to each other with some overlaps, hindering the formation of a collaborative monitoring system.[241] Some private actors are also trying to establish SSA systems. For example, the Space
Data Association (SDA) formed in 2009 is a non-governmental entity. It currently consists of 21 global satellite operators and 4 executive members: Eutelsat, Inmarsat, Intelsat and SES. SDA is a non-profit platform, aiming to avoid radio interference and space collisions through pooling data from operators independently.[240] Researchers suggest
that it is essential to establish an international center for exchanging information on space debris because SSA networks do not completely equal debris tracking systems ¢ÃÂÂ the former ones focus more on active and threatening objects in space.[242] And in terms of debris populations and defunct satellites, not very much operators have provided
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[247] In recent years, many private actors have seen commercial opportunities to eliminate space debris. It is estimated that by 2022 2022 global market for debris monitoring and removal will generate a revenue of around $2.9 billion.[248] For example, Astroscale has contracted with European and Japanese space agencies to develop the capacity of
removing orbital debris.[249] Despite that, they are still in small quantity compared to the number of those who have placed satellites in space. Privateer Space, a Hawaiian-based startup company started by American engineer Alex Fielding, space environmentalist Dr. Moriba Jah, and Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak, announced plans in September
2021 to launch hundreds of satellites into orbit in order to study space debris.[250] However, the company stated it is in "stealth mode" and no such satellites have been launched.[250] Fortunately, the current space exploration is not completely driven by competition, and there still exists a chance for dialogues and cooperation among all
stakeholders in both developed and developing countries, to reach an agreement on tackling space debris and assure an equitable and orderly exploration.[251] Besides private actors, network governance does not necessarily exclude the states from playing a role. Instead, the different functions of states might promote the governance process.[252]
To improve the polycentric governance network of space debris, researchers suggest: encourage data-sharing among different national and organizational databases at the political level; develop shared standards for data collection systems to improve interoperability; enhance the participation of private actors through involving them in national and
international discussions.[241] Environmental concerns The continued practice of disposing of space debris on Earth in areas such as the spacecraft cemetery has raised environmental concerns.[253] Klinger states that ¢ÃÂÂthe environmental geopolitics of Earth and outer space are inextricably linked by the spatial politics of privilege and sacrifice
¢ÃÂÂ people, places, and institutions.'[253] Dunnett et al [254] Since 1971, 273 spacecraft and satellites have been directed to Point Nemo; this number includes the Mir Space Station (142 tonnes) and will include the International Space Station in 2024 (240 tonnes). In 2018, it was found that the water had 26 microplastic particles per cubic metre,
meaning it is highly polluted.[255] The prevalence of orbital debris has been likened to the terrestrial environmental phenomenon of "sacrifice zones," which are designated geographic regions with high levels of environmental degradation. Since the 1960s, over three hundred rocket launch sites have been built globally.[253] Between these three
hundred launch sites, 17 hosted 90 launches in 2017 alone.[253] Rocket launches affect local and global environments through the construction of necessary infrastructure, exposure of local environments to toxic residue and the dispersal of pollutants.[253] Rockets are the only source of direct anthropogenic emissions into the stratosphere and emit
ozone depleting substances such as nitrous oxide, hydrogen chloride and aluminium oxide; these substances can destroy 105 ozone molecules before depleting.[253] Each launch showers an area concentrated within a kilometre with toxins, heavy metals, and acids.[253] This results in localised regional acid rain, plant death, fish kills, and failed seed
germination.[253] Furthermore, studies on trace elements concentration in alligators, near NASA launch activities in Florida (USA), showed that over 50% of alligators had ¢ÃÂÂgreater than toxic levels¢ÃÂÂ of trace elements in their liver.[253] Similarly, research in Kazakhstan, Russia and China has found that unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine
(UDMH) has carcinogenic, mutagenic, convulsant, teratogenic, embryotoxic and DNA damaging effects on rodents living near the Baikonur cosmodrome, Kazakhstan.[256] It is unknown, however, at what trace These toxic effects manifest themselves in humans or as it can bioacumulate the food chain. [256] A lack of sufficient resonance to maintain
safe and non -toxic environments makes these areas of sacrifice and spaces of waste. The relative distance of these spaces makes them attractive launch sites, but this 'periphery' remains central to both their human and non -human inhabitants, which become 'sacrifice' [257] [258] [253] other celestial bodies The problem of Spatial debris was raised
as a mitigation challenge for missions around the moon with the danger of increasing spatial debris around it. [259] [260 in popular culture until the end of the world (1991) is a French drama of science fiction set under the background of an out -of -control Indian nuclear satellite, predicted to return the atmosphere, threatening vast populated areas
of the earth. [261] In the planets, a Japanese science fiction manga (1999-2004) and anime (2003-2004), the story revolves around the crew of a collection of space debris. Gravity, a 2013 survival film directed by Alfonso Cuaron, is a disaster in a space mission caused by Kesssler's syndrome. [262] In season 1 of Love, Death & Robots (2019), episode
11, "Helping Hand", revolves around an astronaut that is hit by a screw from space debris that makes her out of a satellite in orbit. [263] See also Space Portal Category: Recytti waters interplanetary accounting agreement responsibility for large space debris debris of space debris that produce Long Duration Exposure Facility Near-Earth Object
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